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As one of the book compilations to suggest, this Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson has some
solid reasons for you to read. This publication is very appropriate with exactly what you need now. Besides,
you will also like this publication Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson to check out since this is
one of your referred publications to review. When getting something brand-new based upon encounter,
amusement, and also various other lesson, you can use this publication Selenium Simplified By Alan John
Richardson as the bridge. Beginning to have reading practice can be undergone from different ways and also
from variant kinds of books

Review
For information on using the current edition of the book with Selenium 2 versions, please read the following
blog post can-i-use-selenium-simplified-with-selenium-2

compendiumdev.co.uk/blog/index.php/2011/06/14/can-i-use-selenium-simplified-with-selenium-2/

The book contents can be used with Selenium 2.x versions

From the Author
When I started writing this the Selenium documentation was still a work in progress. The official
documentation has improved massively, but still doesn't target the beginner audience that I target in this
book.

I wrote this book to act as a supplement to the official documentation so that when you finish this book you
can read and understand the official documentation easily. If you don't buy this book, then at least read
the official selenium documentation to learn about Selenium-RC.

I interview a lot of testers. And it has been hard to recruit good testers with Selenium experience. I speak to
so many people who get stuck at the IDE and don't progress further. I speak to so many testers who could get
benefits from using automation but don't think they can understand the 'technical' aspects. And there was
nowhere I could direct those testers so they could learn. I wrote this book so that those testers can read
through this tutorial, work through it at their own pace, and learn to automate web tests.

When I started writing this there were no good training courses on Selenium. Now there are a few costly
options and for many people that cost is a bit off putting, so by creating an affordable tutorial book there are
more options in how people approach the learning of this tool.

I wrote this because I want to see more testers with the technical skills to incorporate automation into their
test processes. And I know that it can seem daunting before you start. But automation is actually pretty
simple. And I hope that by working through this tutorial, anyone can pick up the basics and start doing
automated web testing.



This book was released early as part of a beta programme to get feedback from real users about what they
actually need. The comments I received from the readers in the Beta programme were great. This book has
already taken people who couldn't code to the point where they are writing pretty advanced test suites in
Java.

About the Author
Alan has worked in testing for his entire professional career - knocking on 18 years now. And over that time
he has done a lot of automation, in a lot of different tools. He has also done a lot of programming in a lot of
different languages.

At work, for the last few years, Selenium has been his main tool for our automation. Selenium was chosen
because it was open source, and very actively maintained.

This text is a result of the learning he has made while helping the testers that he works with improve their
automation and Selenium skills.
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Exactly how if there is a website that enables you to hunt for referred publication Selenium Simplified By
Alan John Richardson from all over the globe publisher? Automatically, the site will certainly be
unbelievable finished. A lot of book collections can be discovered. All will be so simple without challenging
point to relocate from site to site to obtain the book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson wanted.
This is the website that will provide you those assumptions. By following this website you can acquire whole
lots numbers of publication Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson compilations from variants sorts
of writer and also publisher prominent in this globe. Guide such as Selenium Simplified By Alan John
Richardson and others can be gained by clicking wonderful on link download.

Do you ever before recognize the book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson Yeah, this is an
extremely intriguing book to review. As we informed formerly, reading is not kind of obligation task to do
when we have to obligate. Checking out must be a behavior, a good routine. By reading Selenium Simplified
By Alan John Richardson, you could open up the brand-new globe and get the power from the world.
Everything can be acquired through the book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson Well in quick,
e-book is quite powerful. As what we provide you here, this Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson
is as one of reviewing publication for you.

By reading this publication Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson, you will get the finest point to
get. The new thing that you don't have to spend over money to get to is by doing it on your own. So, what
should you do now? Visit the web link page as well as download and install the publication Selenium
Simplified By Alan John Richardson You can get this Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson by
online. It's so easy, right? Nowadays, modern technology really sustains you activities, this on the internet
book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson, is too.
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Selenium is one of the most popular open-source automated testing tools available today. Understanding
Selenium-RC and writing automated tests in a programming language are sought after skills on the job
market and a great way of maximising the benefit from automated testing. Contrary to the beliefs of many
testers, learning to code does not have to be complicated or hard.

"Selenium Simplified" takes you through the process of installing and learning to use all the basic tools
needed to write automated tests using Java as the programming language. Written in a tutorial style, this
book helps you learn to code even if you haven't programmed before. No time is wasted on the theory of
automation or padding about the tools.

This book focuses on the practical knowledge needed to automate tests for production systems.

After reading this book you will be able to:

Write tests in Java - even if you haven't coded before reading this book●

Install and maintain all the free development and testing tools covered within: Eclipse, JUnit, Selenium,●

Hudson, Subversion, Xpather, Selenium-IDE
Write automated tests scripts using Java and Selenium-RC●

Create abstraction layers to make your automated tests maintainable and readable●

Run your automated tests under continuous integration●

Use multiple browsers to execute your tests●

Understand the most utilised commands in the Selenium API●

Test Ajax based web applications●

Use Xpath and CSS Selectors in your tests●

Understand how to optimise and refactor your tests●

Use JUnit for data driven testing●

Sales Rank: #3060556 in Books●

Published on: 2010-11-26●

Ingredients: Example Ingredients●

Original language: English●

Number of items: 1●

Dimensions: 11.69" h x .73" w x 8.27" l, 1.86 pounds●

Binding: Paperback●

352 pages●
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From the Author
When I started writing this the Selenium documentation was still a work in progress. The official
documentation has improved massively, but still doesn't target the beginner audience that I target in this
book.

I wrote this book to act as a supplement to the official documentation so that when you finish this book you
can read and understand the official documentation easily. If you don't buy this book, then at least read
the official selenium documentation to learn about Selenium-RC.

I interview a lot of testers. And it has been hard to recruit good testers with Selenium experience. I speak to
so many people who get stuck at the IDE and don't progress further. I speak to so many testers who could get
benefits from using automation but don't think they can understand the 'technical' aspects. And there was
nowhere I could direct those testers so they could learn. I wrote this book so that those testers can read
through this tutorial, work through it at their own pace, and learn to automate web tests.

When I started writing this there were no good training courses on Selenium. Now there are a few costly
options and for many people that cost is a bit off putting, so by creating an affordable tutorial book there are
more options in how people approach the learning of this tool.

I wrote this because I want to see more testers with the technical skills to incorporate automation into their
test processes. And I know that it can seem daunting before you start. But automation is actually pretty
simple. And I hope that by working through this tutorial, anyone can pick up the basics and start doing
automated web testing.

This book was released early as part of a beta programme to get feedback from real users about what they
actually need. The comments I received from the readers in the Beta programme were great. This book has
already taken people who couldn't code to the point where they are writing pretty advanced test suites in
Java.

About the Author
Alan has worked in testing for his entire professional career - knocking on 18 years now. And over that time
he has done a lot of automation, in a lot of different tools. He has also done a lot of programming in a lot of
different languages.

At work, for the last few years, Selenium has been his main tool for our automation. Selenium was chosen
because it was open source, and very actively maintained.

This text is a result of the learning he has made while helping the testers that he works with improve their
automation and Selenium skills.

Most helpful customer reviews

8 of 8 people found the following review helpful.
Wish it was updated
By QAQC
I'm a COMPLETE Selenium newbie (and know very little about Java) so I got this book so I could learn
Selenium step by step since lots of companies are asking for this tool.



Although this book seems to be well written, I'm finding myself having trouble just with the few few
chapters. The reason?

In the book it takes you step by step through the installation of Selenium RC.
However, when you go to the Selenium site to download 'Selenium RC' it appears that Selenium RC has
been replaced with "Selenium Server".

So the syntax in the book is outdated, it will tell the reader to enter a certain string in the Command Prompt
Window and that doesn't work in this new "selenium-standalone-server" folder. With the old Selenium-RC it
looks like folders for Java, Ruby, C# etc. are downloaded along with Selenium-RC.. not the case anymore.

Learning new software is challenging enough, it gets really confusing when the book you're referencing is
out of date.

5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Good book to learn the Selenium API
By Burke
Yes, Selenium 2.0 is now available, but everything you learn in this book carries forward.

This is definitely a book for programming geeks. If you're going to get a lot out of this book, you probably
need to know java and be familiar with Hudson/Jenkins. Other topics include Eclipse, SVN, and ANT.

If you're not a developer, or want to use the Selenium IDE, check out "Selenium 1.0 Testing Tools:
Beginner's Guide"

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Although a little out dated, great guide for Selenium
By Felipe Lima
Although the book is out-dated a little, it does guide the user step by step with pictures and very well
explained information about Selenium and all the other tools to make a very porwerfull automation. A must
read to all whom wish to learn Selenium.

See all 3 customer reviews...
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Be the first to download this book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson as well as let checked out
by finish. It is really simple to review this e-book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson since you
do not should bring this printed Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson almost everywhere. Your soft
documents e-book could be in our gizmo or computer so you can appreciate reading anywhere and also each
time if needed. This is why lots varieties of individuals likewise check out the e-books Selenium Simplified
By Alan John Richardson in soft fie by downloading guide. So, be among them that take all benefits of
reading the e-book Selenium Simplified By Alan John Richardson by on the internet or on your soft
documents system.
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documentation has improved massively, but still doesn't target the beginner audience that I target in this
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I wrote this book to act as a supplement to the official documentation so that when you finish this book you
can read and understand the official documentation easily. If you don't buy this book, then at least read
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through this tutorial, work through it at their own pace, and learn to automate web tests.

When I started writing this there were no good training courses on Selenium. Now there are a few costly
options and for many people that cost is a bit off putting, so by creating an affordable tutorial book there are
more options in how people approach the learning of this tool.
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test processes. And I know that it can seem daunting before you start. But automation is actually pretty
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